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Introduction
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What will be discussed?

- Where we started?

- Players in the Computer economy (AVz, USERz, BGUYz, DEVELOPz)

- Who made the most crucial mistake?

- Conclusion or something like that
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Where we started?
"Dwell on the past and you'll lose an eye; 
forget the past and you'll lose both eyes"

Alexander Solzhenitsyn: The Gulag Archipelago
1986. 
- Ronald Reagen is the President of the USA
- Super Bowl: Chicago d. New England (46-10)
- Wimbledon: Boris Becker d. Ivan Lendl (6-4 6-3 7-5)
- Brain virus (Pakistan): name, address, phone number :-)
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Where we started?

"VIRUSCAN version 0.3V19 can identify 19 major virus strains and numerous
sub-varieties for each strain. The 19 viruses include the ten most common viruses 
which account for over 90% of all reported PC infections."

  02.07.1989 

- Pakistani Brain
- Jerusalem
- Alameda
- Cascade (1701)
- Ping Pong
- Stoned
- Lehigh
- Den Zuk
- Datacrime (1280) 
- Fu Manchu
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Where we started?

July 1995
- 240 viruses alltogether (2014 >= 200 million uniq samples)
- VIRNET BBS, 300 baud modem
- Let's Nostalgia: Slovakian Antivirus Center - www.sac.sk
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Players in the Computer economy

I. AV labors and industry  

II. Users

III. Bad guys

IV. OS and Application developers

I just realized,
but I don't care...
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Only the virus writers are responsible?

Let's take a tour, which participant made more foolish mistakes!
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- 15.07.1994 McAfee VIRUSSCAN.EXE 1.17 version
- Suddenly checks ONLY the „common viruses???” in the memory by default
- We have to notice and manually override this option with „/M" command

I. AV labors and industry  

Unexpected changes to the default values
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- January 2010: about 50,000 samples/day

- Kaspersky suspects stolen detections

- Uploaded 10 clean samples ("Hello World" 
   with Linux mingw crosscompiler) with 
   fake virusnames to VirusTotal system

- "Trojan-Downloader.Win32.Zlob.bmwy", 
  "Trojan-Spy.Win32.BZub.hrs" and "Trojan.Win32.KillWin.se" were born :-)

- After 10 days 12-14 additional AV vendors „detect” them

- 9 of them with the same name: a-squred, AntiVir, Antiy-AVL, Comodo,
  Fortinet, Ikarus, McAfee-GW-Edition, TheHacker, VBA32

I. AV labors and industry  

The sky is blue, the plagiarist copies
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I. AV labors and industry  

- Press conference in Moscow, AMTSO dissociates, the TheRegister criticizes
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- 08.09.2009: NSS Labs published its review analysis of the Endpoint Security Test
- Strange testing conditions but was not published
- There is no relationship with the manufacturers, therefore they couldn't check 
  and correct the problems
- The conclusions of the test didn't base on the test results
- You can buy the detailed test results for 2000 USD

- Unorthodox method ;-) You can determine the test 
  methodology for 5000 USD :-/
- 2010. Excluded from the AMTSO

Since correcting this error, many interesting and valuable researches 
have been made

I. AV labors and industry  

Strange testing conditions
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I. AV labors and industry  
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- 01.25.2003: SQL Slammer/Zaphire worm

- MS SQL Server 2000 vulnerability - buffer overflow

- The patch was issued in 2002 :-)

- WoooW! - Importance of Security updates 

- „Flashworm”, no infected file, just in memory

- The AV-s there was no chance

II. Users

Neglect Servers updates
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II. Users

- 90% of PCs were 
  infected in the first 
 10 minutes

- It caused a damage 
  of 750 million USD
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- 2007. Win32/Conficker network worm
- Microsoft Windows MS08-067 security bulletin
- Exploits RPC (Remote Procedure Call)
- Contacts with remote servers
- Modifies local HOSTS file - blocks AV webpages
- Still in Virus top10 in 2014

II. Users

Neglect Desktop updates
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- Sept 2008 - Republican Senator Sarah Palin's
  Yahoo! mailbox was hacked and published

- NOT a virus, not a spyware, not a real hack,
  but a request new password trick

- The place and date of her birth was very
  easy to find out by searching with Google

- The "secret" security question: Where she
   met with her husband - in high school

II. Users

PEBKAC

- Do not protect our secrets with 
  public information!

-  01.06.2009 - Weak Password 
   Brings ‘Happiness’ to Twitter 
   Hacker (Obama, FoxNews, etc.)
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- 2008. GPCode – an old file encryptor
  ransom malware

- with strong, 1024 bit RSA encryption

- in the first PoC version it used simple
  deletion after encoding

- no overwriting, no wiping

- security specialist published it

- after a few weeks the bad guys 
  corrected the mistake

III. Bad guys

Capital bug in the GPCode
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- April 2014.: Bitcoin miner malware on the Google Play
- Bitcoin miner malware is a good idea on PCs, it generates significant revenue 
- in a 2 mill. network 58,000 USD/day, 1.7 million USD/month (416 mHUF/month)

- But is it worth to run a zombinetwork on a weak Android hardware? (No :-)
- due to serious battery problems the trojan can only run in connected mode
- Checks the battery level in every 5th seconds
- Battery over 50% + connected to power + active screen turned off = Bitcoin
  mining
- being detected due to the rapid warming and the 
  shortened battery time
- Dodgy, but the author certainly did not think 
  it through

- bad and VERY SLOW idea :-)

III. Bad guys

A plan without brain
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III. Bad guys

Bitcoin miner malware on the Google Play
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- June 2014: Simplocker, the first encryption ransom malware on Android
- Reads the entire contents of the SD card, and then encrypts the data
- Restores only after the ransom was paid
- AES encoded files
- Encrypts all jpeg, jpg, png, bmp, gif, pdf, doc, docx, txt, avi, mkv, 3gp and 
  mp4 files
- Demands ransom in Hrivnya (Ukrainian currency) in Russian language
- The C&C server registered via TOR .onion domain
- No Cryptolocker-like field for entering a payment code
- The remote C&C server will wait for the actual payment to 
   unlock your device
- Fortunately, encryption did not happen to be perfect
- The decoding passwords were stored as fixed constants :-)

III. Bad guys

Capital bug in the SimpLocker
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III. Bad guys

Lines 4 and 5 create variables used for the file input and output. Line 6 initialises the cipher (to encrypt data). Line 
7 is where the encryption occurs and line 19 writes the encrypted bytes to the output file. 

- The AV vendors offer decryption tools, scripts
- July 2014: SimpLocker 2.0 - ZIP, 7z and RAR
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- 1995, the first macro viruses
   on Office 95
- The auto macros ran by default until 2000
- „Shifted” method, and was left open 
  for 6 years
- The MS did not help, did not share the file
   structure info with AV vendors
- They had to debug and 
   analyze office structure
- Easy way to make a lot of new variants
- Mass appearance of VBS 
  Wormgenerator kits

IV. OS and Application developers

1995. Microsoft – Macro viruses I.
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- Only a few – dozen – detections in the macro protection of Office 97 pack
- Unfortunately it was missing in the beta version, there was no protection at all :-(
- Initial macros were written in Word Basic, later made by Visual Basic for
  Applications
- They AUTOMATICALLY converted all WB macros into VBA macros in the 
  Office documents
- previously there was only one macro virus version - for example Wazzu.A
- But „thanks” for the autoconversion, a huge amount of minor versions were born
  because of the different languages alone
- The number of macro viruses increased sharply :-O

(The "Pros" and "Cons" of WordBasic Virus Upconversion - by Vesselin Bontchev)

IV. OS and Application developers

1997. Microsoft – Macro viruses II.
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EPILOGUE

- Summer of 2014: Malicous macros
  came back, ex. Office files spam

- „invoice”, „parcel delivery”, 
  „court summon”, etc.

- „please switch on the running of 
  Macros” trick  :-)

- from June to July the proportion of VBS
  worms increased from 6% to 28% 
  (Sophos Lab)

IV. OS and Application developers

2014. Microsoft – Macro viruses III.
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- 1999. KAK worm infected PCs via Outlook Express automatic mail preview

- It ran the Javascript code without opening the the mail

- 2004. After 6 years, the XP SP2 put an end to it

IV. OS and Application developers

1999. MS Outlook Express quick preview
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- 2001. XP admin rights by
  default

- Vista (2007) introduced UAC

- It was left open for 6 years

- DropMyRights utility

IV. OS and Application developers

2001. Microsoft - Admin rights
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- 2001. XP hide extensions for known
  file types by default

- 2014. Windows 8 also hides them

- It's a bad idea – ex. malwares

- LOVELETTER 2000:
  „Love-letter-for-you.TXT.VBS”

- Kournikova worm Februray 2001:
  „AnnaKournikova.jpg.vbs”

- Also recommended on OS X 
  Macintosh

IV. OS and Application developers

2001. Microsoft – hidden file extensions
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- June 2007.: The very first Autorun virus detection

- Fixing autorun could have prevented it, if MS
  had cared as much as about WGA 
  (Windows Genuine Advantage)

- February 2011. - MS finally issued the Autorun
  disabling fix

- It had been vulnerable for 5 years

- „It has been injured the user comfort...” 

- Still, many users have not updated yet
  Ex. illegal Windows copies, laziness, etc.

IV. OS and Application developers

2007. Microsoft - Autorun
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- 2013. Need to disable Java plugin
  on Windows due to critical exploits

- Disabling works perfectly in
  Firefox, Opera, Safari and Chrome

- In Internet Explorer, disabling Java
  didn't switch it off

- Need a special registry
  Workaround (CERT)

- JAVA is important for CIB bank,
  CITI bank, Adobe Creative Suite
  5.5, a CrashPlan PRO online
  secure backup, LibreOffice, etc.

IV. OS and Application developers

2013. Microsoft - JAVA
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- Rootkit copy protection (XCP) on the 
  Van Zant music CD disc

- It generated unknown network Traffic 
  to Sony servers

- It reported, who, when and from 
  which IP address played the album

- Later different malwares could hide 
  in the rootkit's hidden folder

- Accidentally revealed (Mark
  Russinovich, Winternals)

- First denied, but finally withdrawn

IV. OS and Application developers

November 2005 - SONY rootkit
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Why you'll love a Mac: www.apple.com
2011 - "It doesn't get PC viruses" (Wayback Machine)

IV. OS and Application developers

OS X is Inherently a Safer Operating System
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March 2012 - Flashback botnet on OS X 600,000 infected zombie Macintosh (Java)
13.04.2012  - Flashback malware removal tool - Apple security update
26.09.2014 – Mac.BackDoor.iWorm 17,000 botnet, Reddit C&C

IV. OS and Application developers

OS X is Inherently a Safer Operating System
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Why you'll love a Mac: www.apple.com
2012 - "It's built to be safe"

IV. OS and Application developers

OS X is Inherently a Safer Operating System
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June 2012 - OS X Mountain Lion 10.8
- Automatic daily security updates 
- Gatekeeper execution prevention
  technology

May 2013 
- OSX/KitM.A trojan
- social engineering: please install me :-)
- valid Apple Developer ID associated 
  with the name Rajender Kumar
- bypasses Apple's Gatekeeper 
- If it passes Gatekeeper on first run, it will
  continue to run and never be queried 
  again by Gatekeeper

IV. OS and Application developers

OS X is Inherently a Safer Operating System
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- 2008. The very first appearance of a
  Malicious JavaScript in a PDF file

- Allegedly the JS is necessary and 
  useful in PDF interactive forms

- 2014. The JS is still on by default

- This has also been for 6 years

IV. OS and Application developers

2008. Adobe Reader JavaScript
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Conclusion

We may find eventually a new Award, something like Darwin Award.
„Who messed up the most?”

- the OS developers could patch the known vulnerabilities much quicker
  ex. OpenSSL, ShellShock, etc.
- the users could understand that the security awareness and the patch 
  management are just as important as using AV
- the AV industry could make more effort to improve proactive capabilities

but the Bad Guys don't need to fix their dysfunctional ideas and defective codes ;-)
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Thank you for your attention!
csizmazia.istvan@webwell.hu

Security  awareness  rulez :-)


